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MESSAGE FROM THE  
OMBUDSMAN FOR CHILDREN
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Six Years of Progress
It	is	the	intention	that	this	report	should	illustrate	the	achievements	of	my	Office	in	that	first	
six	 years	 and	 articulate	 a	 commitment	 to	 the	 spirit	 of	 the	 legislation	which	 obliges	me	 to	
‘encourage’	public	bodies	to	develop	policies	that	promote	respect	for	children’s	rights.	
The Challenge 
A	 recent	 analysis	 of	 the	 casework	 at	OCO	provides	 supporting	 evidence	 for	 the	 need	 for	
public	sector	reform.	It	 is	a	dominant	feature	of	our	investigations	that	with	few	exceptions	
they	highlight	a	lack	of	awareness	about	the	impact	of	civil	and	public	administrative	decision-







In	 addition	 to	 there	 being	 insufficient	 attention	 given	 to	 the	 direct	 or	 indirect	 impact	 of	
decisions	 on	 children,	 it	 is	 clear	 from	 our	 investigations	 that	 such	 decisions	 are	 also	 not	
routinely	 informed	 by	 children’s	 rights	 principles.	 In	 particular,	 the	 core	 principles	 of	 the	
UNCRC	highlighted	above	–	which	should	act	as	important	parameters	for	decision-making	






















Legislation and Children 
Over	 the	 past	 six	 years,	my	Office	 has	 provided	 extensive	 advice	 to	 the	Government	 and	
Oireachtas	on	a	range	of	issues	affecting	children,	including:	the	proposals	to	amend	to	the	
Constitution	(four	reports	to	the	Oireachtas	2005-2008),	the	Criminal	Law	(Sexual	offences)	




The	 advice	 provided	 has	 frequently	 been	 referenced	 and	 debated	 in	 the	 course	 of	 the	
Oireachtas’	 consideration	 of	 Bills	 affecting	 the	 rights	 and	welfare	 of	 children.	 The	OCO’s	

























and	education	–	 all	 expressed	concern	about	 the	proposed	wording	published	 in	February	
2010	by	the	Oireachtas	Committee	on	the	Constitutional	Amendment	on	Children.	Concern	










respect,	dignity	and	 love	 that	each	of	us	wants	 for	our	own	children,	nieces,	nephews	and	
grandchildren	 –	 and	 ensuring	 that	 those	 children	who	 are	 living	 apart	 from	 their	 families	





any	and	every	child	 is	 treated	no	 less	 than	we	would	want	the	child	we	love	treated.	Great	
opportunities	lie	ahead	to	ensure	that	law,	policy	and	practice	reflect	the	values	that	we	ascribe	







Ombudsman for Children’s Office as the statutory human rights organisation for children.






















CHILDREN’S OFFICE AS 
THE STATUTORY, NATIONAL 
HUMAN RIGHTS INSTITUTION 
FOR CHILDREN – THE FIRST 
SIX YEARS





The	 CRC	 is	 the	 most	 widely	 ratified	 international	 human	 rights	 treaty.	 When	 Ireland	
ratified	the	CRC	in	1992,	 it	 took	on	a	 legal	obligation	to	 implement	the	provisions	of	the	




State	 is	progressing	as	regards	meeting	 its	obligations	 in	relation	to	children’s	rights.	The	
OCO	works	to	give	effect	and	visibility	to	the	provisions	of	the	Convention	in	our	system	of	
public	administration.	
The	 task	 of	 advancing	 the	 realisation	 of	 children’s	 rights	 is	 about	 putting	 in	 place	 the	
necessary	conditions	for	children	to	live	with	dignity	and	respect;	for	them	to	be	recognised	
as	the	holders	of	rights;	to	fulfil	their	potential;	and	to	ensure	that	they	are	happy,	healthy	
and	safe.	Through	 its	work	 the	OCO	sees	 the	obstacles	 that	children	and	families	 face	 in	
trying	to	achieve	this,	both	in	the	course	of	investigating	complaints	brought	to	the	Office	
and	 in	 direct	 work	with	 children	 and	 young	 people.	 By	 illuminating	 these	 concrete	 and	









on	 the	 Rights	 of	 the	Child	 has	 identified	 them	 as	 cross-cutting	 concerns	 relevant	 to	 the	
implementation	of	all	of	the	other	Convention	provisions.	
































	 •	 	in	 certain	 cases	 of	 children	 without	 parental	 support,	 there	 has	 been	 a	 failure	 or	
delay	in	the	appointment	of	social	workers,	resulting	in	inadequate	care	planning	and	
advocacy;	and
	 •	 	the	 process	 utilised	 in	 dealing	with	 complaints	 or	 concerns	 raised	 by	 a	 child	 or	 an	
advocate	on	their	behalf	has	not	provided	an	adequate	forum	for	the	voice	of	the	child	
to	be	represented,	sometimes	compounding	the	adverse	effect.
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The Ombudsman for Children is Working for Change











of	 children	 and	 young	 people,	 the	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 reiterates	 her	 concerns	
expressed	in	previous	annual	reports	about:
	 •	 	The	impact	of	resource	constraints	on	its	ability	to	deliver	the	kind	of	response	needed	
in	 the	 face	 of	 sharply	 increasing	 demand	 in	 the	 complaints	 area,	 where	 modest	
additional	resources	would	provide	a	good	return	in	terms	of	responding	to	demand	
and	better	informing	the	policy	and	practice	of	public	bodies;	and
	 •	 	The	 constraints	 on	 the	 capacity	 of	 the	 Office	 to	 address	 the	 concerns	 of	 children	
and	young	people	arising	from	exclusions	contained	in	the	2002	Act,	particularly	as	
regards	the	limitations	on	the	number	of	public	bodies	it	is	mandated	to	investigate.	
In	 addition	 to	 the	 above	 shortcomings,	 a	 lack	 of	 resources	 effectively	 prevents	 the	





in	 the	making	of	 these	payments	 impacts	directly	on	the	child	concerned.	Therefore,	she	





Completion of the First Strategic Plan 2007-2010
The	OCO’s	first	Strategic	Plan	reached	its	conclusion	in	2010.	It	is	appropriate	in	this	report	
to	provide	an	overview	of	the	OCO’s	progress	towards	the	achievement	of	key	objectives	













baseline	 research	 on	 children’s	 rights	 in	 Ireland	 in	 order	 to	 assist	 with	 setting	 its	 work	
priorities,	as	had	been	done	 in	other	 jurisdictions.	This	 focused	on	outlining	the	principal	
barriers	 to	 the	 realisation	 of	 children’s	 rights	 and	 on	 identifying	 particularly	 vulnerable	
groups	of	children	and	young	people	whose	enjoyment	of	their	rights	is	hindered	by	multiple	
barriers.	Three	of	the	most	significant	problems	identified	in	the	baseline	research	were:
	 •	 	the	 invisibility	 of	 children	 in	 law,	 policy	 and	 decision-making,	 due	 to	 the	 lack	 of	
integrated	 structures	 to	 hear	 children’s	 views,	 the	 absence	 of	mechanisms	 to	 child-
proof	law,	policy	and	budgets,	and	the	absence	of	effective	structures	to	coordinate	the	
implementation	of	children’s	rights	which	cut	across	areas	of	government	responsibility;	
	 •	 	the	 fact	 that	 children’s	 rights	 are	not	 explicitly	 protected	 in	 the	Constitution	 and	 in	




A	determination	 to	address	 such	 structural	 and	 systemic	barriers	has	 shaped	 the	work	of	
the	OCO	across	all	of	 its	 functions	and	underpinned	the	approach	adopted	when	making	
recommendations	to	the	Oireachtas,	to	Government	Ministers	and	to	public	bodies.














of	 the	 examination	 and	 investigation	 function	 to	 handle	 complaints	 from,	 or	 on	 behalf	







































	 •	 	The	 cessation	of	 inferior	 care	provided	 to	 separated	 children	 living	 in	 unregistered	
hostel	accommodation;
	 •	 	The	review	of	the	Joint	Protocol	between	An	Garda	Síochána	and	the	Health	Service	
Executive	 and	 its	 adaptation	 to	 take	 account	 of	 the	 particular	 circumstances	 of	
separated	children	who	go	missing;
	 •	 The	allocation	of	a	social	worker	for	these	children;	and
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Child Death Review 
In	2007,	the	Ombudsman	for	Children	contacted	the	then	Minister	for	Health	and	Children,	
Mary	Harney	TD,	to	express	her	concerns	at	the	absence	of	a	child	death	review	mechanism	








for	 reviewing	 the	deaths	of	 children	 in	 care	 and	 in	detention.	 In	March	2010,	 the	HIQA	
published	 guidance	 for	 the	 HSE,	 as	 mandated	 by	 the	 Ryan	 Implementation	 Plan.	 HIQA	





to	 advise	 and	 influence	 the	 Government	 and	 the	 Oireachtas	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 potential	
impact	of	proposed	 legislation	on	 the	position	of	 children	and	young	people.	 In	 carrying	
















and	 to	 speak	 about	 the	 Irish	 experience	 of	 the	 establishment	 and	 development	 of	 an	
Ombudsman	for	Children’s	Office,	and	work	that	advances	children’s	rights	more	generally.	
Ombudsman	for	Children’s	Office	as	the	Statutory,	National	Human	Rights	Institution	for	Children	–	The	First	Six	Years	/ 21
Highlighting the Rights of Vulnerable Children
Over	 the	period	of	 the	Strategic	Plan,	 the	Ombudsman	 for	Children	has	 called	 attention	
to	various	issues	of	key	importance	to	vulnerable	children	that	have	yet	to	be	satisfactorily	
addressed.	This	 report	 underscores	 the	 commitment	 of	 the	Ombudsman	 for	Children	 to	
maintain	a	focus	on	a	number	of	these	issues	and	to	continue	to	engage	with	the	relevant	
public	bodies	in	the	pursuit	of	change	in	the	areas	concerned:
	 •	 	Aftercare:	 The	OCO	has	 on	 numerous	 occasions	 highlighted	 concerns	 raised	with	
it,	including	by	children	and	young	people,	that	a	consistent	approach	is	not	taken	to	
aftercare	provision	throughout	the	country.	Although	work	is	underway	in	both	the	
statutory	 and	voluntary	 sectors	 to	 improve	 aftercare	provision,	 the	OCO	continues	
to	receive	complaints	primarily	from	children	and	young	people	 in	relation	to	a	 lack	
of,	or	inadequate,	aftercare	provision	for	them	when	they	leave	care.	Concerns	relate	
to	 delays	 in	 aftercare	 planning,	 inadequate	 planning	 generally,	 lack	 of	 provision	 of	






Care	Act	1991	be	amended	 to	 impose	a	positive	obligation	on	 the	State	 to	provide	
aftercare	for	every	child	in	care	whether	they	are	in	voluntary	care,	or	in	care	under	a	
care	order,	supervision	order	or	under	a	special	care	order,	at	least	until	they	are	21.	
	 •	 	Access to special care placements: The	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children’s	 Office	 has	
recently	completed	a	number	of	investigations	into	HSE	service	provision	for	young	








in	her	2009	Annual	Report	and	 in	her	advice	on	 the	Child	Care	 (Amendment)	Bill	
2009,	as	well	as	with	the	HSE	in	the	context	of	the	her	investigatory	work.
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	 •	  Inspection of residential services for children:	The	inspection	of	residential	services	
for	 children	 against	 national	 standards	 is	 an	 essential	 element	 of	 providing	 quality	
services	 that	 fully	 respect	 those	 children’s	 rights.	 The	OCO	has	 consistently	 raised	
concerns	regarding	the	fact	that	not	all	residential	and	respite	services	for	children,	in	
particular	for	children	with	disabilities,	are	monitored	and	inspected	in	this	way.	
Advising on Strong Constitutional Change
Since	the	 inception	of	 this	Office,	 the	Ombudsman	for	Children	has	been	calling	for,	and	























The Ombudsman for Children was in its sixth year of operation in 2010.
Reappointment of the Ombudsman for Children 
Emily	Logan’s	first	 six-year	 term	as	Ombudsman	 for	Children	expired	on	17th	December	
2009.	 Emily	was	 subsequently	 reappointed	 to	 this	 post	 for	 a	 further	 six	 years	 following	




The	 scope	 and	 scale	 of	 the	work	 carried	 out	 by	 the	OCO	 has	 grown	 significantly	 since	
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Website and New Media 




groups	 in	a	manner	 that	 is	 relevant,	 accessible	and	 timely	 to	 these	audiences.	 It	has	also	
enhanced	 the	 online	 presence	 of	 the	 OCO	 and	 its	 capacity	 for	 website	 interactivity	
ensuring	 that	 the	 OCO	 is	 more	 accessible	 to	 the	 public.	 Analysis	 of	 web	 traffic	 to	
www.oco.ie	 indicates	 that	 80%	 visitors	 browse	 through	 approximately	 8	 pages	 of	 the	
website	 over	 a	 three	minute	 period.	Analysis	 of	 popular	 navigational	 journeys	 indicates	
that	visitors	are	inclined	to	view	the	home	page	first,	and	then	turn	their	attention	to	the	
different	 ways	 to	 engage	 with	 the	 OCO,	 which	 means	 that	 the	 website	 is	 fulfilling	 its	
purpose	as	a	portal	to	the	services	we	provide.	







Staff Training and Professional Development
The	OCO	 recognises	 the	 importance	 of	 ongoing	 professional	 development	 for	 all	 of	 its	












The	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children’s	 national	 investigation	 into	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	

















General	 and	 the	 audit	 for	2009	 took	place	 in	December	2010.	 Financial	 Statements	 are	











Ronan	Daly	 Jermyn	 continue	 to	 provide	 legal	 services	 to	 the	Ombudsman	 for	 Children’s	
Office	since	being	awarded	a	three-year	contract	in	2008	following	a	tender	competition.	
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Policy	and	Legislation	/ 29
4







	 •	 	undertake,	 promote	 and	publish	 research	 into	 any	matter	 relating	 to	 the	 rights	 and	
welfare	of	children;	and
	 •	 	exchange	 information	 and	 co-operate	 with	 Ombudspersons	 for	 Children	 of	
other	states.










The Health (Amendment) Bill 2010
In	 March	 2010,	 the	 Minister	 for	 Children	 and	 Youth	 Affairs	 announced	 that	 he	 had	
established	an	 Independent	Group	comprising	of	Geoffrey	Shannon,	Special	Rapporteur	
on	Child	Protection	 and	Norah	Gibbons,	Director	 of	Advocacy	 at	Barnardos,	 to	 examine	
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The	Ombudsman	for	Children	wrote	to	the	Taoiseach	in	May	2010	outlining	her	concerns	











	 •	 	It	was	 regrettable	 that	 the	 Independent	Group	was	not	given	 the	power	 to	compel	
documents	and	information,	and	had	to	rely	on	the	Minister	for	Health	and	Children	to	
do	so;
	 •	 	The	Bill	could	have	been	enhanced	by	providing	 that	 the	 Independent	Group	could	
publish	reports	on	its	own	initiative,	rather	than	vesting	that	power	in	the	Minister	for	
Health	and	Children;	and
	 •	 	The	Bill	did	not	 address	 the	 issue	of	documentation	or	 information	derived	 from	 in	
camera	proceedings	being	published	in	the	public	interest.
The	Ombudsman	for	Children	emphasised	that	the	concerns	outlined	in	the	advice	did	not	







information	 related	 to	 in	 camera	 proceedings.	 The	Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 expressed	
her	 concern	 to	 the	Government	 that	 this	 can	 serve	 to	 shield	 institutions	 from	a	 statutory	




Houses	of	 the	Oireachtas	did	not	allow	 for	a	 fuller	 consideration	of	 these	broader	 issues	
raised	by	the	Bill.
Policy	and	Legislation	/ 31























Child Care (Amendment) Bill 2009









as	 the	 relevant	 criminal	 proceedings	 have	 taken	 precedence	 over	 the	 care	 proceedings.	
The	Ombudsman	for	Children	raised	this	matter	in	her	2009	Annual	Report	to	the	Houses	
of	the	Oireachtas.
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	 •	 	with	 regard	 to	 care	proceedings,	 consideration	 should	be	given	 to	 creating	 a	more	
unified	court	process	at	a	regional	level	with	specially	trained	and	properly	resourced	
judicial	personnel	looking	at	the	full	spectrum	of	children’s	care	needs;




























grounds	 for	 the	 review	 of	 complaints	 and	 the	 conduct	 of	 investigations.	 Given	 that	 the	















achieving	 the	desired	outcome	of	 improving	 the	 situation	of	 children	on	 foot	 of	 publicly	
funded	services.	
5
COMPLAINTS AND  
INVESTIGATIONS







Where	 appropriate,	 the	 Office	 has	 continued	 to	 make	 interventions	 to	 public	 bodies	
regarding	steps	that	can	be	taken	to	improve	and	refine	policy,	practice	and	procedure	so	




	 •	 	Clarity	and	communication	about	 service	provision,	eligibility	and	entitlements,	 the	
application	for	accessing	same	and	the	actions	of	the	public	body	in	this	regard.	
	 •	 	Policy	and	practice	 review	and	 improvement.	Specific	encouragements	provided	 in	
the	areas	of:
	 	 o	 	Housing	–	in	relation	to	anti-social	behaviour	policies,	housing	grants	application	
process,	 transparency	 in	 relation	 to	 the	housing	 allocations	process	 and	 transfer	
processes,	including	liaison	with	voluntary	housing	associations.
	 	 o	 	Education	–	in	relation	to	school	transport	policy,	the	home	tuition	grant	application	
process,	 transition	 planning	 and	 clarity	 regarding	 school	 policies,	 anti-bullying	
policies,	class	streaming.
	 	 o	 	Health	–	in	relation	to	provision	for	children	to	be	accompanied	by	an	adult	when	
attending	 treatment	 abroad;	 development	 of	 policy	 and	 procedural	 guidance	
specifically	 in	 relation	 to	 audiology	 services;	 and	 care	 planning,	 including	 early	
development	of	care	plans	and	involvement	of	young	people	in	this	process	and	in	
any	transition	planning.	









Record Growth in Complaints in 2010
In	 keeping	with	previous	 years,	 2010	 saw	a	 significant	 rise	 in	 the	number	of	 complaints	
received	by	the	OCO	with	1,223	complaints	handled	over	the	course	of	the	year	representing	
1,144	new	 complaints	 and	79	 carried	over	 from	2009.	This	 amounts	 to	 a	34%	 increase	
in	2010	and	is	the	largest	annual	increase	in	complaints	received	by	the	Office	since	becoming	
operational.	From	2008	to	2010	there	was	a	65%	increase	in	complaints.








	 •	 	Health	 related	complaints	 represented	37%	of	 the	 total.	The	highest	proportion	of	




in	 care,	 childcare/public	 preschool/crèches,	 accessing	 HSE	 services	 and	 actions	 of	
HSE	 staff.	Complaints	 relating	 to	 preschool	 included	 a	 number	 regarding	 the	Early	
Childhood	Care	and	Education	(ECCE)	Scheme;	





As	 indicated	 above,	 the	 Office	 has	 received	 a	 number	 of	 complaints	 pertaining	 to	 the	
operation	of	the	ECCE	Scheme	which	was	launched	in	2009	by	the	Office	of	the	Minister	
for	 Children	 and	 Youth	 Affairs	 (OMCYA).	 From	 an	 early	 stage,	 and	 throughout	 2010,	
complaints	were	 received	 from	parents	 on	behalf	 of	 their	 children	with	 respect	 to	 such	
matters	 as	 the	 rationale	 for	 the	 age	 criteria	 applied	under	 the	 scheme	and	 the	 clarity	of	
communication	and	information	being	provided	to	the	public	by	the	OMCYA.	While	some	
of	the	complaints	received	have	been	examined	and	a	determination	made	not	to	proceed	
to	 investigation,	 others	 are	 ongoing	 and	 are	 at	 preliminary	 examination	 stage	with	 the	
public	body.	
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to	the	key	 issues	raised	 in	these	areas	 including	the	 issues	raised	by	young	people	 in	care	






Complainants Contacting the Office 
As	with	previous	years,	the	majority	of	complaints	received	are	made	by	parents	and	extended	
family	members.	The	experience	of	 the	Office	 is	 that	parents	are	 the	principal	advocates	
for	children’s	rights	and	welfare.	There	was	also	an	increase	in	the	number	of	professionals	
contacting	 the	 Office	 including	 social	 workers,	 foster	 parents,	 teachers,	 Principals	 and	
organisations/support	groups.	These	professionals	were	either	supporting	children	to	bring	
their	own	complaint	or	 submitting	complaints	on	behalf	 vulnerable	 children,	often	 those	
without	parental	care	or	without	easy	access	to	an	advocate	able	to	complain	on	their	behalf.	





Number of Complaints Dealt With
New complaints received
94
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Complaint Category (January – December 2010)































by	 this	 Office	 in	 2010	 and	 showed	 a	 36%	 increase	 on	 the	 number	 of	 such	 complaints	
received	during	the	previous	year.	This	may	to	some	extent	reflect	the	fact	that	statutory	
arrangements	 set	 down	 for	 parents	 to	 raise	 their	 concerns	 about	 the	 actions	 of	 schools	
(under	section	28	of	the	Education	Act	1998)	and	about	the	actions	of	teachers	(under	Part	V	
of	 the	Teaching	Council	Act	 2001)	 have	 not	 been	 put	 into	 operation.	 In	 her	 2008	Annual	








	 •	 	an	update	 from	 the	Department	on	 the	expected	 timeframe	 for	 commencement	of	
the	Part	V	of	the	Teaching	Council	Act,	which	would	enable	the	Council	to	examine	
complaints	relating	to	the	professional	conduct	of	teaching	staff.	
The	Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 believes	 that	 a	 pressing	 need	 now	 exists	 for	 determined	
action	to	progress	these	matters.
Education	–	Issues	of	Record-Keeping	and	Transparency	
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evidence	has	been	provided’,	 ‘satisfied	 that	 the	 complaint	 concerned	 requires	no	 further	





This	 can	 also	 have	 a	 negative	 effect	 on	 the	 trust	 and	 transparency	which	 is	 required	 of	




The	 complaints	 and	 investigation	 function	 of	 the	Office	 is	 set	 out	 in	 sections	 8	 to	 16	 of	
the	2002	Act.	The	Act,	and	the	procedures	established	under	it,	provide	for	a	complaints	
examination	 and	 investigation	 process	 that	 is	 strongly	 independent,	 impartial	 and	 non-
adversarial.	The	Office	addresses	queries	and	concerns	either	party	may	express	about	the	
process,	whether	 at	 preliminary	 examination	or	 investigation	 stage,	 in	 a	 transparent	 and	




The	 examination	 and	 investigation	 of	 the	 vast	 majority	 of	 complaints	 proceed	 with	 full	




information	 in	 connection	with	 complaints	 concerning	 children	 in	 care	 have	 sought	
to	 challenge	 the	 investigative	 remit	 of	 this	 Office.	 The	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	
is	 concerned	 about	 the	 early	 use	 of	 legal	 advice	 in	 these	 cases.	 Sometimes	 the	first	
response	to	a	letter	from	the	Ombudsman	for	Children’s	Office	is	a	solicitor’s	letter.	
The	Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 is	 concerned	 that	 such	 an	 approach	may	 potentially	 lead	


































In	general,	 this	Office	finds	 that	most	public	bodies	when	provided	with	 the	opportunity	
at	 investigation	stage	or	otherwise	will	advise	that	 they	wish	to	actively	reflect	upon	and	
review	 the	 issues	being	 raised.	On	occasion,	 such	 a	 response	may	 form	part	of	 a	 review	
process	which	is	already	in	train,	or	may	involve	incorporating	the	issue	or	practice	raised	
into	the	terms	of	a	proposed	review.
While	 this	approach	can	be	beneficial,	 a	 concern	 for	 this	Office	arises	 in	 relation	 to	both	
the	purpose	and	orientation	of	such	reviews.	In	a	number	of	investigations	or	examinations	
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In	particular,	 the	Department	of	Education	on	 several	occasions	has	 responded	 to	OCO’s	

















which	may	 be	made	 following	 an	 investigation	 are	 constructed	 in	 such	 a	way	 as	 to	




seek	 to	 establish	 how	 any	 proposed	or	 ongoing	overall	 review	will	 directly	 address	
the	issues	raised	and	how	children	are	going	to	benefit	from	same.	These	efforts	are	
particularly	 important	 when	 issues	 have	 been	 highlighted	 through	 investigations	
in	 circumstances	 where	 current	 guidelines	 or	 policy	 exist	 upon	 which	 greater	
implementation	or	adherence	by	the	public	body	concerned	would	have	improved	the	
lives	of	children	and	their	families	in	the	first	place.
	 	 	An	example	of	 this	 approach	may	be	 illustrated	 through	 the	Office’s	 follow-up	on	a	















have	 also	 emerged	 through	 the	 course	 of	 investigations.	 This	 relates	 to	 variation	 either	
across	 Local	Health	Office	 areas	within	 the	 same	HSE	 region	 and	 variations	 across	HSE	
regions	in	relation	to:	





perception	and	experience	of	 inequity	 in	 relation	 to	 resource	provision,	 specifically	
regarding	 health	 supports	 attached	 to	 schools	 and	 that	 there	 can	 be	 a	 variation	 in	
waiting	times	for	services.




the	 demand	 for	 public	 services	 arising	 from	 Government	 policy	 to	 address	 the	 public	
finances.	Nonetheless,	administrative	standards	and	good	practice	can	be	maintained	and	it	
is	important	to	ensure	that	scarce	resources	are	delivered	in	a	manner	that	is	seen	to	be	fair	















6	months	on	 account	of	 difficulties	 in	 accessing	 a	 suitable	 residential	 placement.	 In	both	
cases	the	parents	advised	that	medical	professionals	were	of	the	view	that	the	children	did	









During	 the	 course	 of	 2010,	 based	 on	 legal	 advice	which	was	 sought	 and	 obtained	with	
respect	 to	 its	 investigative	 remit,	 the	OCO	 ceased	 an	 investigation	 of	 a	 complaint	 about	
actions	 of	 the	National	Council	 for	 Special	 Education	 (NCSE)	 pending	 the	making	 of	 an	
order	 by	 the	 Government,	 as	 provided	 for	 under	 the	 2002	 Act,	 to	 expressly	 include	
the	 Council	 within	 its	 complaints	 and	 investigation	 remit.	 The	 Office	 acknowledges	
the	 agreement	 of	 the	 NCSE	 to	 this	 proposed	 course	 of	 action.	 In	 November	 2010,	
the	Ombudsman	 for	Children	wrote	 requesting	 the	Minister	 for	Health	 and	Children	 to	
arrange	for	the	making	of	the	necessary	order	at	an	early	date.






procedures	 designed	 to	 promote	 the	 rights	 and	welfare	 of	 children	 and	 also	 highlight	
issues	 and	 concerns	 in	 relation	 to	 same.	 This	work	 includes	 addressing	 issues	 relating	
to	 the	 provision	 of	 special	 education.	 The	 Office	 is	 greatly	 assisted	 in	 that	 regard	 by	




The	Office	has	 received	a	number	of	 complaints	on	behalf	of	non-Irish	national	 children	
relating	to	issues	connected	to	service	provision	and	the	asylum	and	immigration	process.	






















The	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 Act	 2002	 provides	 that	 the	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	
may	 initiate	 an	 investigation	of	her	own	motion	where	 it	 appears	 that	 an	 investigation	 is	







In	 November	 2008,	 the	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 on	 her	 own	 motion	 initiated	 an	
investigation	 into	 the	 implementation	 of	 Children	 First:	 National	 Guidelines	 for	 the	
Protection	 and	Welfare	 of	Children,	 focusing	 on	 the	 administrative	 actions	 of	 the	HSE	
in	 terms	of	 implementation	and	 the	Department	of	Health	and	Children’s	Office	of	 the	
Minister	 for	Children	 and	Youth	Affairs	 (OMCYA)	 because	 of	 its	 remit	 to	monitor	 the	
implementation	of	the	guidelines.	This	was	based	on:	





by	definition	recognises	 the	potential	of	 the	Ombudsman	for	Children	 to	 induce	broader	
change	in	the	administrative	system	that	benefits	more	than	an	individual	child.	






Key concerns identified included:
	 •	 	the	 failure	 to	 put	 in	 place	 appropriate	 mechanisms	 to	 drive	 forward	 interagency	
implementation	 of	 Children	 First	 by	 the	 Department	 of	 Health	 and	 Children	 from	
2003	up	to	2008;








	 •	 	the	OMCYA	 failed	 to	be	 transparent	 about	 the	 industrial	 relations	dispute	 involving	
implementation	of	Children	First,	in	its	Review	of	Children	First	published	in	2008;	and











required	 by	 Children	 First	 was	 not	 completed	 in	 much	 of	 the	 former	 ERHA	 region.	 In	
the	 absence	 of	 consistent	 implementation	 of	Children	 First,	 a	 variety	 of	 child	 protection	
procedures	applied	in	the	areas	concerned.
The	OCO	concluded	that	child	protection	was	not	at	times	given	priority	during	the	period	









	 •	 	inspection	 of	 child	 protection	 work	 by	 the	 Social	 Services	 Inspectorate	 including	















	 •	 	HSE	 to	 provide	 training	 to	 professionals	 on	 their	 duty	 to	 report	 abuse,	 including	
retrospective	cases;
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The	case	studies	 represent	a	 sample	of	 the	work	carried	out	by	 the	Office	over	 the	year.	







needs,	and	the	delay	 in	 transferring	their	 family	 to	more	appropriate	housing.	The	family	
were	concerned	that	their	child	was	at	risk	of	injuring	himself	because	of	the	lay-out	of	his	
current	house.	This	concern	was	supported	by	a	medical	professional,	who	had	advised	the	
Local	Authority	 that	 a	 specially	 adapted	building	was	 required	 to	 address	 the	health	 and	
safety	requirements	for	the	child.	

















A	parent	of	 a	 child	with	 special	 needs	brought	 a	 complaint	 to	 the	OCO	about	 a	 delay	 in	
building	an	extension	to	the	family	home,	approved	under	the	Local	Authority’s	Adaption	
Grant	for	People	with	a	Disability.	




The	 Local	 Authority	 accepted	 the	OCO’s	 view	 about	 a	 lack	 of	 communication	with	 the	
parent	with	regard	to	specifications	of	the	work	that	could	be	carried	out	under	the	scheme.	
The	Local	Authority	agreed	to	accommodate	the	parent’s	requests	and	the	young	person	
moved	 into	 the	 extension.	 This	 Office	 proposed	 that	 the	 Local	 Authority	 review	 the	
administrative	procedures	which	created	difficulties	in	this	case.
Case	Study	3
A	 family	 complained	 to	 the	 OCO	 about	 the	 delay	 by	 a	 Local	 Authority	 in	 addressing	


































any	 speech	 and	 language	 therapy.	 He	 had	 received	 an	 occupational	 therapy	 assessment	
recommending	further	intervention	but	was	still	awaiting	services	at	the	time	of	the	complaint.	
At	 the	 time	 the	 parent	 contacted	 the	 OCO,	 the	 child	 was	 awaiting	 services	 through	 a	
specialist	service	provider	for	children	with	intellectual	disabilities.	There	were	substantial	
waiting	times	for	these	services	ranging	up	to	4	years.
The	HSE	 area	 concerned	 had	 decided	 that	 therapeutic	 services	 for	 children	with	 autism	
should	be	provided	through	the	local	child	and	adolescent	mental	health	services.	However,	
these	 services	 did	 not	 have	 the	 multi-disciplinary	 resources	 required.	 This	 resulted	 in	
services	being	sought	 through	community	speech	and	 language	therapy	and	psychology.	
Difficulties	 arose	due	 to	 staffing	 and	 resource	 availability	 as	well	 as	 internal	 referral	 and	
administrative	processes.
Having	investigated	the	case,	the	Office	made	a	number	of	findings	on	the	administrative	
actions	 of	 the	HSE	 and	 the	 service	 provider	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 planning	 and	 delivery	 of	
services	for	the	child.	
The Ombudsman for Children’s recommendations included:	


















































The	Office	determined	 that	 further	 investigation	was	not	 required	 into	 the	matter	as	 the	
hospital	 had	 provided	 redress	 to	 the	 individual	 child	 and	 had	 taken	 steps	 to	 address	 the	
difficulties	that	had	arisen.	






































Following	 the	OCO’s	 involvement,	 the	HSE	 undertook	 to	 carry	 out	 a	 review	 to	 ensure	
that	 guidelines	 and	 procedures	 for	 handling	 incidents	 are	 clearly	 set	 out.	 They	 found	
in	 favour	of	 the	young	person	with	 respect	 to	 the	 issue	 raised	and	 it	was	proposed	 that	
the	 relevant	HSE	staff	would	meet	with	 the	young	person	 to	explain	 the	steps	 they	had	
taken	and	offer	a	full	apology.	
It	 is	 important	 that	 children	 in	 care	 feel	 confident	 about	 accessing,	 and	 participating	 in,	
complaint	procedures	arising	from	actions	that	have	a	direct	effect	on	their	 lives.	 In	view	
of	 the	positive	 response	 taken	 to	 actively	 review	 the	policy	 and	procedures	 in	place	 and	









The	 OCO	 brought	 this	 information	 about	 the	 lack	 of	 provision	 of	 and/or	 entitlement	
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Case	Study	2




parent	was	 concerned	 that	her	 child	was	not	 ready	 to	 start	 secondary	education	and	 the	
school’s	decision	did	not	take	the	child’s	best	interests	into	account.	
The	OCO	 requested	 information	 from	 the	 school	 on	 this	 case	 including	 related	 policies.	

















	 •	 	promote	 awareness	 among	 members	 of	 the	 public,	 including	 children,	 of	 matters	
relating	to	children’s	rights	and	welfare;
	 •	 	establish	structures	to	consult	with	children;	and








During	 2010,	 the	Office	 continued	 its	work	 to	 hear	 children’s	 views	 and	 highlight	 their	
concerns.	An	 important	decision	 that	 the	OCO	took	 in	 this	 regard	 in	2010	concerned	 its	
Youth	Advisory	Panel	(YAP).	In	2009,	the	Office’s	second	YAP,	which	included	over	twenty	




and	 young	 people.	 Taking	 account	 of	 the	 evolving	 OCO	 position	 and	 work,	 as	 well	 as	
developments	externally,	the	Office	decided	not	to	establish	a	broad-based,	standing	panel	
like	YAP	 in	2010.	 Instead,	 the	Office	 focused	on	setting	up	specifically	 focused	advisory	
groups	of	children	to	participate	in	certain	projects.	During	2010,	a	particular	focus	in	this	
respect	was	the	area	of	young	people	in	St	Patrick’s	Institution.	Through	initiatives	such	as	




PARTICIPATION AND  
EDUCATION WORK IN 2010 
Participation	and	Education	Work	in	2010	/ 59
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OCO’s School Visits Programme
During	2010,	hundreds	of	children	and	young	people	visited	the	OCO	with	their	teachers	
to	 take	 part	 in	 activity-based	workshops.	 In	 addition	 to	 introducing	 children	 and	 young	
people	 to	 the	OCO’s	work	 and	 facilitating	 them	 to	explore	matters	 relating	 to	 children’s	
rights,	these	workshops	are	an	opportunity	for	children	and	young	people	to	express	their	
views	on	matters	affecting	them	as	well	as	to	raise	issues	that	 interest	and	concern	them.	
As	 in	 previous	 years,	 children	 and	 young	 people	 visiting	 the	OCO	 in	 2010	 shared	 their	
experiences	and	perspectives	on	a	diverse	range	of	issues,	including	education,	physical	and	
mental	health,	drugs,	 the	 law	and	 justice	 system,	and	having	 their	voices	heard	and	 their	
views	taken	into	account	by	adults.	
Supporting Awareness and Understanding of Children’s Rights
During	2010,	the	Office	developed	educational	resource	materials	for	teachers	to	use	in	
primary	schools,	post-primary	schools	and	Youthreach	centres.	The	materials	What	do	you	
















In	 September	 and	 October	 2010,	 the	 Office	 raised	 awareness	 of	 the	 materials’	
availability	 among	 teachers	 through	 several	 relevant	 publications	 (e.g.	 InTouch,	 ASTIR	
and	Gaelscoileanna’s	newsletter)	and	websites.	Taking	account	of	the	positive	response	
to	 the	 materials	 from	 teachers	 working	 at	 primary	 and	 post-primary	 level,	 the	 OCO	
commenced	arrangements	to	issue	a	copy	of	the	materials	to	every	primary	school,	post-
primary	school	and	Youthreach	centre	in	the	country.	It	is	envisaged	that	these	materials	




Consultation with Young People in St. Patrick’s Institution
In	2010	the	OCO	completed	a	consultation	process	with	16	and	17	year	olds	detained	in	










and	Children,	with	 the	consent	of	 the	Minister	 for	 Justice	and	Law	Reform,	should	make	
an	order	in	accordance	with	Section	11(2)(a)	of	the	2002	Act	to	enable	the	OCO	to	handle	
complaints	from	young	people	under	18	detained	in	St.	Patrick’s	Institution.
The	 Ombudsman	 for	 Children	 acknowledges	 the	 openness	 of	 the	 IPS	 and	 staff	 and	
management	 in	 St.	 Patrick’s	 Institution	 to	working	with	 the	Office	 in	 undertaking	 this	
consultation	 and	 the	 preparation	 of	 the	 report.	 The	 OCO	 also	 welcomes	 the	 efforts	
already	made	by	the	 IPS	and	St.	Patrick’s	 Institution	 in	response	to	the	Ombudsman	for	
Children’s	recommendations.	
The	 Office	 looks	 forward	 to	 further	 constructive	 engagement	 with	 both	 parties	 in	 this	
regard.	This	engagement	includes	an	initiative	that	commenced	in	late	2010	and	that	will	
build	on	a	recommendation	in	the	report	for	the	development	of	new	information	materials	
for	 young	 people	 detained	 in	 the	 Institution,	 in	 an	 effort	 to	 communicate	 the	 prison’s	
services,	regime	and	rules	in	ways	they	understand.






The	OCO	 consulted	with	 four	 groups	 of	 children	 and	 young	 people,	 all	 of	 whom	 have	
previous	or	current	experience	of	the	law	and	legal	system	in	Ireland.	They	included	young	




and	 can	 be	 viewed	 on	 the	 Office’s	 website	 www.oco.ie	 and	 the	 Council	 of	 Europe’s	
website	www.coe.int/children.	 The	findings	were	 also	 integrated	 into	 a	 report	 on	 the	
consultations	with	children	held	in	25	countries.	
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In	November	2010,	the	Committee	of	Ministers	of	the	Council	of	Europe	adopted	the	new	
Guidelines	 on	Child-friendly	 Justice,	 the	 aim	 of	which	 is	 to	 ensure	 that	 children’s	 rights,	
including	 their	 rights	 to	 information,	 representation,	 participation,	 and	 protection	 are	
fully	respected	by,	and	within,	justice	systems,	including	in	judicial	proceedings	as	well	as	
alternatives	to	such	proceedings.
Research For and With Children 
Research	on	Education	for	Children	in	Care
In	September	2010,	 the	OCO	commissioned	 research	on	 education	 for	 children	 in	 care.	
This	 research	 was	 commissioned	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	 Office’s	 statutory	 obligations	
under	 section	7	of	 the	2002	Act	 and	 in	 light	of	 concerns	 and	 complaints	brought	 to	 the	
OCO	by	and	on	behalf	of	children	in	care,	which	relate	to	challenges	that	children	in	foster	
care	and	residential	care	 face	as	 regards	accessing	and/or	participating	 in	education.	The	
research	 is	being	undertaken	 for	 the	Ombudsman	 for	Children’s	Office	by	 the	Economic	
and	Social	Research	 Institute	and	the	Children’s	Research	Centre,	Trinity	College	Dublin.	




jurisdictions	 as	well	 as	primary	 research	with	 a	 range	of	 stakeholders,	 including	 children	
and	young	people	who	are,	or	have	been,	 in	care.	 It	 is	expected	that	 the	research	will	be	
completed	by	September	2011.	
Research	Studentship	Award
In	 2009,	 the	 Children’s	 Research	 Centre	 in	 Trinity	 College	 Dublin	 and	 the	 Child	 and	
Family	Research	Centre	in	NUI	Galway	launched	a	new	Structured	PhD	in	Child	and	Youth	
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TEACHTAIREACHT ÓN  
OMBUDSMAN DO LEANAÍ
Táim	 sásta	 mo	 thuarascáil	 bhliantúil	 don	 tréimhse	 Eanáir	 1	 go	
Nollaig	31	2010	a	chur	faoi	bhráid	an	Oireachtais,	de	bhun	Alt	13	
(7)	den	Acht	um	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí,	2002.	
Agus	 an	 chéad	 téarma	 sé	 bliana	 curtha	 isteach	 agam	 tá	 sé	





méid	atá	déanta	ag	m’Oifig	óna	bunú	 in	2004,	maidir	 le	 cearta	
agus	leas	leanaí	a	chur	ar	aghaidh	in	Éirinn.	
Bunú Oifig an Ombudsman do Leanaí
Tá	Oifig	an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí	(OCO)	ar	cheann	de	na	tríocha	a	seacht	institiúid	thiomanta	














































Is	é	 téama	 imníoch	eile	a	bhain	 le	mórán	de	na	cásanna	ar	 a	ndearna	m’Oifig	 imscrúdú	ná	
nach	ndearnadh	an	dlí	agus	polasaí	náisiúnta	a	chur	i	bhfeidhm.	Mar	shampla,	tá	an	cliseadh	
prionsabail	 na	 leasanna	 is	 fearr	 a	 chur	 i	 bhfeidhm	go	dian	 agus	 a	 chinntiú	go	bhfuiltear	 ag	











faoinar	 bunaíodh	 m’Oifig.	 Tá	 inrochtaineacht	 ar	 mheicníocht	 neamhspleách	 le	 haghaidh	
sásaimh	 do	 dhaoine	 nach	 bhfaigheann	 sásamh	 sna	 cúirteanna	 bunúsach	 do	 dhaonlathas	 a	
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Beidh	 gá	 le	 hiarrachtaí	 comhaontaithe	 ar	 thaobh	 an	 rialtais,	 déantóirí	 polasaí	 phoiblí	 agus	
gach	 gníomhaireachta	 ag	 a	 bhfuil	 freagracht	 as	 cúram,	 leas,	 cosaint	 agus	 tacaíocht	 leanaí	










i	 ndáil	 leis	 an	 bprionsabal	 um	 leasanna	 is	 fearr	 a	 chumhdach	 sa	 Bhunreacht.	 Is	 léir	 domsa	
mar	an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí	gur	riachtanas	do	chearta	an	duine	é	prionsabail	ghinearálta	


























Oifig an Ombudsman do Leanaí mar an eagraíocht reachtúil um chearta daonna do leanaí.
Sraith Leathan d’Fheidhmeanna Reachtúla 
Bhunaigh	 an	 tOireachtas	 Oifig	 an	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 mar	 chomhlacht	 reachtúil	







	 •	 	feasacht	 a	 spreagadh	 ar	 cheisteanna	 a	 bhaineann	 le	 cearta	 agus	 leas	 leanaí	 agus	 an	
dóigh	ar	féidir	na	cearta	sin	a	fhorfheidhmiú.
Tá	feidhmeanna	an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí	leagtha	amach	in	Acht	2002.





leanaí	 a	 mhonatóiriú,	 a	 chur	 chun	 cinn	 agus	 a	 chosaint	 ar	 bhealach	 neamhspleách	 agus	
córasach.	Bhain	tábhacht	bhunúsach	leis	an	bhforbairt	seo	maidir	leis	na	cearta	sin	a	chothú	
mar	 a	 leagtar	 amach	 i	 gCoinbhinsiún	 na	Náisiún	Aontaithe	 um	Chearta	 an	 Linbh	 (CRC).	
Ceanglaíonn	Acht	2002	ar	an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí	feasacht	a	chur	chun	cinn	i	measc	
2
OIFIG AN OMBUDSMAN DO 
LEANAÍ MAR AN INSTIDIÚID 
NÁISIÚNTA UM CHEARA 
DAONNA DO LEANAÍ –  
AN CHÉAD SÉ BLIANA
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bhaill	an	phobail	i	ndáil	le	cúrsaí	a	bhaineann	le	cearta	agus	leas	leanaí	agus	an	dóigh	ar	féidir	
na	 cearta	 sin	 a	 fhorfheidhmiú.	Maidir	 leis	 sin,	 déanann	 Acht	 2002	 tagairt	 shainráite	 do	
phrionsabail	agus	fhorálacha	an	CRC.
Is	 é	 an	 CRC	 an	 conradh	 idirnáisiúnta	 um	 chearta	 an	 duine	 is	 fairsinge	 daingnithe.	 Nuair	
a	 dhaingnigh	 Éire	 an	 CRC	 i	 1992,	 ghlac	 sí	 oibleagáid	 dhlíthiúil	 i	 ndáil	 le	 forálacha	 an	








Baineann	 an	 tasc	 de	 réadú	 cearta	 leanaí	 a	 chur	 ar	 aghaidh	 leis	 na	 dálaí	 atá	 riachtanach	
do	 leanaí	 chun	 maireachtáil	 le	 dínit	 agus	 meas	 a	 chur	 i	 bhfeidhm;	 go	 n-aithnítear	 mar	
shealbhóirí	cearta	 iad;	dá	n-acmhainneacht	a	bhaint	amach,	agus	a	chinntiú	go	bhfuil	 siad	
































feicthe	 arís	 agus	 arís	 eile	 ag	Oifig	an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí.	Tá	 cásanna	dea-chleachtais	
ann	inar	stiúir	orgáin	de	chuid	an	Stáit	iad	féin	ar	mhodh	comhsheasmhach	leo;	tá	a	lán	eile,	
áfach,	nach	ndearna	 iarracht	chórasach	ar	bith	 leis	na	prionsabail	 sin	a	chur	 i	bhfeidhm.	 Is	

















	 •	 	ní	 dhearna	 an	 próiseas	 a	 úsáidtear	 i	 ndéileáil	 le	 gearáin	 nó	 buarthaí	 arna	 n-ardú	 ag	
leanbh	nó	ag	abhcóide	ar	a	son	fóram	imleor	a	chur	ar	fáil	 le	haghaidh	ionadaíocht	a	
dhéanamh	do	ghuth	an	linbh,	ag	ath-iolrú	na	drochiarmhairte	corruair.
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	 •	 	Na	 srianta	 ar	 chumas	 na	 hOifig	 dul	 i	 ngleic	 le	 buarthaí	 leanaí	 agus	 daoine	 óga	 a	
thagann	ó	eisiaimh	atá	in	Acht	2002,	go	háirithe	maidir	leis	na	teorainneacha	ar	líon	na	
gcomhlachtaí	poiblí	a	bhfuil	sí	sainordaithe	imscrúdú	a	dhéanamh	orthu.	
Le	 cois	 na	 n-easnamh	 thuas,	 cuireann	 an	 t-easpa	 acmhainní	 cosc	 go	 héifeachtúil	 ar	 an	
Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 ó	 ghearáin	 a	 ghlacadh	 a	 bhaineann	 le	 híocaíocht	 liúntais	 cosanta	
sóisialta,	deontas,	srl,	maidir	 le	 leanaí	amháin.	Cuirtear	gearáin	dá	 leithéidí	chuig	Oifig	an	
Ombudsman	ghinearálta	faoi	láthair.	Braitheann	an	tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	cé	go	ndéantar	
na	híocaíochtaí	lena	mbaineann	le	daoine	fásta	ar	chúiseanna	follasacha,	tá	na	híocaíochtaí	








Cur i gCrích an Chéad Phlean Straitéisigh 2007-2010



















	 •	 	neamh-infheichteacht	 leanaí	 sa	dlí,	 i	bpolasaí	agus	 i	gcinnteoireacht,	de	barr	easpa	
struchtúr	comhtháite	 le	héisteacht	 le	dearcaí	 leanaí,	easnamh	meicníochtaí	d’fhonn	







agus	 dá	 gcearta,	 agus	 le	monatóireacht	 a	 dhéanamh	 ar	 sheirbhísí	 a	 dheartar	 lena	
riachtanais	a	chomhlíonadh.	
Rinne	cinneadh	d’fhonn	dul	 i	ngleic	 le	bacainní	 struchtúracha	agus	córasacha	dá	 leithéidí	
obair	an	OCO	a	mhúnlú	ar	 fud	a	 feidhmeanna	ar	 fad	agus	chuir	sé	 taca	 faoin	gcur	chuige	
a	 glacadh	 agus	 moltaí	 á	 ndéanamh	 chuig	 an	 Oireachtas,	 chuig	 Airí	 Rialtais	 agus	 chuig	
comhlachtaí	poiblí.
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Soláthar	a	Dhéanamh	do	Rannpháirtíocht	Leanaí
Ba	 é	 tionchar	 eile	 ar	 thosaíochtaí	OCO	ná	 an	obair	 atá	 déanta	 aici	maidir	 le	 héisteacht	 le	






















ghnéithe	 faoi	 leith	 de	 pholasaí	 nó	 chleachtas	 ó	 thaobh	 na	 gcomhlachtaí	 poiblí.	 De	 bharr	
gníomhaíochta	ag	an	OCO	maidir	leis	seo	rinneadh	tuarascáil	ar	fud	an	chórais	ar	sholáthar	
tithíochta	 do	 leanaí	 faoi	 mhíchumas	 agus	 ar	 Chur	 i	 bhFeidhm	 Children	 First:	 National	
Guidelines	for	the	Protection	and	Welfare	of	Children	a	ullmhú.	
Tionscnaimh	Spriocdhírithe	a	Chur	i	gCrích	
Chomh	 maith	 le	 cumhachtaí	 gearán	 agus	 imscrúdaithe	 ‘ombuds’	 traidisiúnta	 arna	
leagan	amach	 in	Acht	2002,	measann	Alt	7	den	Acht,	go	bhfuil	an	sainordú	agus	údarás	
sainordaithe	 ag	 an	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 leis	 an	 Stát	 a	 spreagadh	 chun	 polasaithe	 a	
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do	 Leanaí	 agus	 a	 foireann	 obair	 shuntasach	 ar	 shamhail	 athbhreithnithe	 ar	 bhás	 leanaí	 a	







maidir	 le	hathbhreithniú	a	dhéanamh	ar	bhásanna	 leanaí	 faoi	chúram	agus	faoi	choimeád.	





Comhairle a Thabhairt agus Tionchar a Imirt











Cáil Idirnáisiúnta a Bhaint Amach
Bhí	an	OCO	ina	rannpháirtí	ghníomhach	i	 líonraí	 idirnáisiúnta	d’	Ombudsmana	do	Leanaí,	
go	háirithe	Líonra	na	Breataine	agus	na	hÉireann	le	haghaidh	Ombudsman	agus	Coimisinéirí	
(BINOCC)	 agus	 an	 Líonra	 Eorpach	 le	 haghaidh	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 (ENOC).	 Tríd	
an	 rannpháirtíocht	 seo	 tá	 cáil	 láidir	 bunaithe	 ag	 an	 OCO	 mar	 institiúid	 éifeachtach	 a	
oibríonn	d’fhonn	cearta	leanaí	a	chur	chun	cinn.	Toghadh	an	tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	mar	





Ag Tabhairt Cearta Leanaí Leochaileacha chun Suntais
Thar	 thréimhse	 an	 Phlean	 Straitéisigh,	 tharraing	 an	 tOmbudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 aird	 ar	
cheisteanna	 éagsúla	 atá	 ríthábhachtach	 do	 leanaí	 leochaileacha	 agus	 táthar	 leis	 na	
ceisteanna	 seo	 a	 phlé	 go	 sásúil	 fós.	 Cuireann	 an	 tuarascáil	 seo	 béim	 ar	 thiomantas	 an	




lena	 n-áirítear	 buarthaí	 ó	 leanaí	 agus	 ó	 dhaoine	 óga,	 faoi	 nach	 dtugtar	 cur	 chuige	











ina	 comhairle	don	Rialtas	 ar	 an	mBille	 ar	Chúram	Leanaí	 (Leasú)	2009	go	ndéanfaí	
an	tAcht	um	Chúram	Leanaí	1991	a	 leasú	le	hoibleagáid	dhearfach	a	chur	ar	an	Stát	
maidir	le	hiarchúram	a	chur	ar	fáil	do	gach	leanbh	faoi	chúram	cé	acu	leanaí	faoi	chúram	
deonach,	 nó	 faoi	 chúram	 faoi	 ordú	 cúraim,	 ordú	maoirseachta	 nó	 faoi	 ordú	 cúraim	
speisialta,	go	dtí	go	mbeidh	siad	21	bliain	ar	a	laghad.	
	 •	 	Rochtain ar shocrúcháin chúraim speisialta: Chuir	an	tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	roinnt	
imscrúduithe	 i	 gcrích	 le	 gairid	maidir	 le	 soláthar	 seirbhíse	 FSS	 do	 dhaoine	 óga	 dá	
lorgaíodh	 socrúcháin	 chúraim	 speisialta.	 Thug	 na	 himscrúduithe	 seo	 buarthaí	 faoi	
leith	 chun	 cinn	 i	 ndáil	 le	 deacrachtaí	 socrúcháin	 chúraim	 speisialta	 a	 fháil	 agus	 an	
comhéadan	idir	cúram	speisialta	agus	bearta	eile	a	glacadh	le	leas	daoine	óga	a	bhfuil	
cúram	agus	cosaint	de	dhíth	orthu	a	chinntiú.	Go	sonrach,	 is	buairt	 thromchúiseach	
é	 don	Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 go	 raibh	 ar	 dhaoine	 óga	 a	 fuarthas	 ciontach	 i	 gcion	
ach	a	 raibh	cúram	speisialta	de	dhíth	orthu	 fosta	 fanacht	 leis	na	himeachtaí	 coiriúla	
ábhartha	a	bheith	tugtha	chun	críche	sula	rabhthas	ábalta	tús	a	chur	leis	na	himeachtaí	
um	chúram	speisialta.	D’ardaigh	an	 tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	na	buarthaí	 seo	 leis	an	
Oireachtas	 ina	 Tuarascáil	 Bhliantúil	 2009	 ina	 comhairle	 ar	 an	 mBille	 um	 Chúram	
Leanaí	(Leasú)	2009,	agus	le	FSS	chomh	maith	i	gcomhthéacs	a	hoibre	imscrúdaithe.
	 •	 	Ilroinnt an tseachadta seirbhíse:	 Nuair	 a	 bhraitheann	 leanaí	 agus	 a	 dteaghlaigh	 ar	
thacaíocht	ó	raon	éagsúla	seirbhísí,	méadaíonn	an	t-ualach	ar	an	teaghlach	i	dtéarmaí	
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	 •	 	Seirbhísí lasmuigh de ghnáth-uaireanta a fhorbairt:	 Is	buairt	 thromchúiseach	é	don	
OCO	 go	 bhfuil	 easnamh	 seirbhíse	 náisiúnta	 24	 uair,	 lasmuigh	 de	 ghnáthuaireanta	
ann.	Fágann	sé	leanaí	agus	daoine	óga	i	staid	go	bhféadfadh	sé	nach	mbeadh	rochtain	
acu	ar	ghairmithe	cúraim	shóisialta	oilte	i	gcás	géarchéime,	ag	brath	ar	an	láthair	lena	
mbaineann	agus	 an	 am	a	dtarlódh	 teagmhais	dá	 leithéidí.	Dá	bharr	 seo	b’fhéidir	 go	
gcuirfí	leanaí,	agus	go	deimhin,	cuirtear	leanaí	in	áiteanna	nach	bhfuil	oiriúnach	ar	chór	
ar	bith.	
	 •	  Iniúchadh ar sheirbhísí cónaithe do leanaí:	 Tá	 an	 t-iniúchadh	 ar	 sheirbhísí	 cónaithe	
do	 leanaí	 i	 gcoinne	 caighdeán	 náisiúnta	 ina	 ghné	 riachtanach	 maidir	 le	 seirbhísí	
ardchaighdeáin	 a	 thugann	 meas	 do	 chearta	 na	 leanaí	 sin	 a	 sholáthar.	 D’ardaigh	 an	
OCO	buarthaí	faoi	nach	ndéantar	monatóireacht	nó	iniúchadh	ar	an	dóigh	seo	ar	gach	
seirbhís	chónaithe	agus	faoisimh	do	leanaí,	go	háirithe	leanaí	faoi	mhíchumais.	

















	 •	 	dualgas	 reachtúil	 ar	 an	 Stát	 tacaíocht	 a	 thabhairt	 do	 theaghlaigh	 agus	 gníomhú	 ar	
bhealach	comhréireach;	agus
	 •	 bogfhaisnéis.





Bhí an tOmbudsman do Leanaí ina séú bliain de bheith i bhfeidhm in 2010.







D’fhás	 scóip	 agus	 scála	 na	 hoibre	 a	 rinne	 an	 OCO	 go	 suntasach	 ó	 bunaíodh	 í	 de	 bharr	
roinnt	 fachtóirí,	 lena	 n-áirítear	 méadú	 ar	 fheasacht	 agus	 thuiscint	 an	 phobail	 ar	 a	 ról	




















FORBAIRT NA  
hEAGRAÍOCHTA
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Láithreán Gréasáin agus Meáin Úra
De	 bhun	 próiseas	 tairisceana	 iomaíoch,	 d’fhorbair	 CombinedMedia	 Córas	 Bainistíochta	
Ábhair	 Foinse	 Oscailte	 a	 chuir	 ar	 chumas	 an	 OCO	 formhór	 bhainistíocht	 a	 láithreáin	
Ghréasáin	a	dhéanamh	go	hinmheánach.	Rinne	an	cur	chuige	seo	 laghdú	suntasach	ar	na	
costais	a	bhaineann	leis	an	láithreán	Gréasáin.	Cuireann	sé	ar	chumas	na	hOifige	chomh	maith	
cumarsáid	 dhíreach	 a	 dhéanamh	 lena	 príomhghrúpaí	 bunreachta	 ar	mhodh	 atá	 ábhartha,	
inrochtana	agus	tráthúil	don	lucht	éisteachta/féachana	seo.	Neartaigh	sé	láithreacht	ar	líne	
an	OCO	 agus	 a	 cumas	 le	 haghaidh	 idirghníomhaíocht	 láithreán	Gréasáin	 chomh	maith	 a	
chinntíonn	go	bhfuil	níos	mó	rochtana	ag	an	bpobal	ar	an	OCO.	Léiríonn	anailís	ar	thrácht	
an	 láithreáin	 Ghréasáin	 www.oco.ie	 go	 mbrabhsálann	 80%	 de	 chuairteoirí	 trí	 thart	 ar	












Oiliúint agus Forbairt Ghairmiúil na Foirne
Aithníonn	 an	OCO	an	 tábhacht	 a	 bhaineann	 le	 forbairt	 ghairmiúil	 leanúnach	 dá	 foireann	
uile.	D’fhonn	tacú	leis	an	gcuspóir	seo	chuir	an	Oifig	tús	le	clár	forbartha	ceannaireachta	dá	
foireann	 shinsearach	 le	 linn	2010.	Bhí	 fócas	an	chláir	 ar	 cheannaireacht	ó	pheirspictíocht	
phearsanta,	eagraíochta	agus	straitéise,	mar	aon	le	forbairt	róil.	Ba	é	an	aidhm	fhoriomlán	
ná	 inniúlachtaí	 na	 foirne	 lena	 mbaineann	 a	 choinneáil	 agus	 a	 fhorbairt	 i	 gcomhthéacs	
ceannaireacht	foirne	láidir	a	chur	ar	fáil	don	Oifig.
Na Meáin
Mar	a	bhí	 i	mblianta	 roimhe	seo,	bhí	 suim	shuntasach	ag	na	meáin	 in	obair	an	OCO	agus	
rinneadh	í	a	thuairisciú	go	forleitheadach.	Go	sonrach,	in	2010	fuair	an	cheist	maidir	le	bás	
leanaí	faoi	chúram	an	Stáit	suim	ollmhór	ó	na	meáin.	Chomh	maith	le	ráitis	a	dhéanamh	go	






National	Guidelines	 a	 fhoilsiú	 i	mí	na	Bealtaine	2010	agus	 rinne	na	meáin	náisiúnta	 agus	
áitiúla	 é	 a	 thuairisciú	 go	 cuimsitheach	 ina	 dhiaidh	 sin.	Rinneadh	 é	 seo	 i	measc	 píosaí	 eile	
d’obair	na	hOifige	a	phlé	i	ndíospóireachtaí	san	Oireachtas.
Rialú Airgeadais
Ba	 é	 leithdháileadh	 bunaidh	Oifig	 an	Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 ná	 €2.223m	 ag	 tús	 2010.	
Ag	teacht	leis	an	laghdú	i	mbuiséid	ar	fud	na	hearnála	poiblí,	rinneadh	é	seo	a	laghdú	níos	










Tá	 na	 Ráitis	 Airgeadais	 faoi	 réir	 iniúchta	 ag	 an	 Ard-Reachtaire	 Cuntas	 agus	 Ciste	 agus	





Acmhainní agus Buiséad Laghdaithe
I	bhfianaise	srianta	airgeadais	atá	i	réim,	le	linn	2010,	lean	an	OCO	de	leas	a	bhaint	as	seirbhísí	
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Sa	 bhliain	 faoi	 athbhreithniú,	 sholáthair	 an	 tOmbudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 comhairle	 i	 ndáil	 le	
reachtaíocht	a	moladh	 i	 raon	de	 réimsí	 a	 raibh	 tábhacht	 shuntasach	ag	baint	 leo	maidir	 le	
cearta	agus	leas	leanaí.	Thug	obair	an	OCO	ar	athbhreithniú	reachtaíochta	le	linn	na	bliana	
chun	suntais	nach	raibh	deis	ag	an	Oireachtas,	corruair,	breathnú	ar	cheisteanna	níos	leithne	






An Bille Sláinte (Leasú) 2010
I	mí	an	Mhárta	2010,	d’fhógair	an	tAire	Leanaí	agus	Gnóthaí	Óige	gur	bhunaigh	sé	Grúpa	
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réasúnach	 ar	 fhaisnéis	 a	 cheadú,	 áit	 a	 bhfreastalódh	 rochtain	 dá	 leithéid	 ar	 mhaithe	 leis	
an	bpobal,	agus	ag	an	am	céanna	a	chinntiú	go	bhfuil	cosaint	 imleor	 i	bhfeidhm	le	meas	a	
thabhairt	do	chearta	leanaí	agus	do	phríobháideacht	na	bpáirtithe.
Foilsíodh	 an	 Bille	 Sláinte	 (Leasú)	 2010	 i	 mí	 an	Mheithimh	 2010	 le	 bacainní	 ar	 obair	 an	
Ghrúpa	 Neamhspleách	 a	 bunaíodh	 le	 scrúdú	 a	 dhéanamh	 ar	 thorthaí	 athbhreithnithe	 a	
cuireadh	i	gcrích	ar	bhásanna	leanaí	faoi	chúram	ó	bhí	an	bhliain	2000	ann	a	shárú.	Cé	gur	
chuir	an	tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	fáilte	roimh	an	bhfíric	go	n-éascódh	reachtaíocht	an	Grúpa	





ábalta	 tuarascálacha	 a	 fhoilsiú	 ar	 a	 thionscnamh	 féin,	 seachas	 an	 chumhacht	 sin	 a	
thabhairt	don	Aire	Sláinte	agus	Leanaí;	agus









do	 sholáthar	 na	 faisnéise	 a	 bhí	 de	 dhíth	 le	 himscrúdú	 a	 dhéanamh,	 nuair	 a	 bhain	 faisnéis	








An Bille um Páirtnéireacht Shibhialta 2009











agus	 comharbais.	 In	 ailt	 chomhionanna	 den	 Bhille	 um	 Páirtnéireacht	 Shibhialta,	 áfach,	
baineadh	 tagairtí	 ar	 an	ngá	 le	 soláthar	 a	dhéanamh	do	 leanbh	cleithiúnach	de	 theaghlach	
amach	de	bhun	tola.





Is	 léir	 dá	 bhrí	 sin	 nach	 raibh	 leasanna	 is	 fearr	 leanaí	 na	 bpáirtnéireachtaí	 sibhialta	 ina	
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	 •	 	maidir	 le	 himeachtaí	 cúraim,	 ba	 cheart	 breathnú	 ar	 phróiseas	 cúirte	 níos	 aontaithe	
a	 chruthú	 ag	 leibhéal	 réigiúnach	 ag	 a	 mbeadh	 pearsanra	 breithiúnach	 le	 hoiliúint	
speisialta	 agus	 a	 mbeadh	 soláthartha	 go	 cuí	 ag	 féachaint	 ar	 speictream	 iomlán	
riachtanais	chúraim	leanaí;
	 •	 	ba	 cheart	 do	 leanaí	 a	 bhíonn	 bainteach	 in	 imeachtaí	 cúraim	 ceart	 a	 bheadh	 acu	
caomhnóirí	ad	litem	ionadaíocht	a	dhéanamh	dóibh,	nó	ba	cheart	go	mbeadh	toimhde	
láidir	i	bhfabhar	ceaptha	ar	a	laghad;
	 •	 	ba	 cheart	 breathnú	 ar	 chreatlach	 rialála	 a	 bhunú	 le	 haghaidh	 caomhnóirí	 ad	 litem	
a	 bheadh	 neamhspleách	 ón	 FSS,	 a	 chuirfeadh	 an	 obair	 atá	 déanta	 ag	 eagraíochtaí	
deonacha	 cheana	 sa	 réimse	 seo	 san	 áireamh	 agus	 a	 dhéanfadh	 monatóireacht	 ar	
fheidhmiú	an	chórais	le	himeacht	ama;	agus
















Is	 feidhm	 lárnach	 agus	 ghnóthach	 de	 chuid	 na	 hOifige	 í	 an	 fheidhm	 um	 ghearáin	 agus	
imscrúdú.	 Faoin	 Acht	 um	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 2002,	 féadann	 an	 OCO	 imscrúdú	 a	
dhéanamh	 ar	 ghearáin	 a	 dhéanann	 leanaí	 agus	 daoine	 óga,	 nó	 a	 dhéanann	 daoine	 fásta	
ar	a	son,	 faoi	eagraíochtaí	poiblí,	 scoileanna	nó	ospidéil.	 Is	 seirbhís	 í	 seo	atá	saor	 in	aisce,	
neamhspleách	agus	neamhchlaon.
Forálacha ar Leith
Forálann	 Acht	 2002	 d’fheidhmiú	 na	 bhfeidhmeanna	 gearán	 agus	 imscrúduithe	 ag	 an	
Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí.	 Leagan	 na	 forálacha	 reachtaíochta	 seo	 forais	 míriaracháin	






Forálann	an	 tAcht	go	bhféachfaidh	an	 tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	do	na	 leasanna	 is	 fearr	do	
leanaí	agus	í	ag	feidhmiú	a	feidhmeanna	gearán	agus	imscrúduithe.
2.	Oibleagáid	maidir	le	haird	a	thabhairt	ar	mhianta	an	linbh




Soláthraíonn	 an	 taithí	 shuntasach	 cásoibre	 arna	 forbairt	 ag	 an	 Oifig	 léargas	 uathúil	 ar	
eispéireas	maireachtála	leanaí	agus	a	dteaghlach.	Tugann	sé	deis	luachmhar	do	chomhlachtaí	









GEARÁIN AGUS  
IMSCRÚDUITHE
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Más	 cuí,	 lean	 an	 Oifig	 d’idirghabhálacha	 a	 dhéanamh	 le	 comhlachtaí	 poiblí	 maidir	 le	












	 	 o	 	Tithíocht	 –	 maidir	 le	 polasaithe	 ar	 iompraíocht	 fhrithshóisialta,	 an	 bpróiseas	
iarratais	 ar	 dheontais	 tithíochta,	 trédhearcacht	 i	 ndáil	 leis	 an	 bpróiseas	 um	
leithdháileadh	 tithíochta	 agus	 próisis	 aistrithe,	 lena	 n-áirítear	 idirchaidreamh	 le	
cumainn	tithíochta	dheonacha.
	 	 o	 	Oideachas	–	maidir	 le	hiompar	 scoile,	 an	bpróiseas	 iarratais	ar	dheontais	 teagasc	
baile,	 pleanáil	 agus	 soiléire	 aistrithe	 maidir	 le	 polasaithe	 scoile,	 polasaithe	
frithbhulaíochta	agus	sruthú	ranga.
	 	 o	 	Sláinte	–	maidir	 le	soláthar	a	dhéanamh	do	leanaí	 le	duine	fásta	a	bheith	leo	agus	
iad	ag	 freastal	 ar	 chóireáil	 thar	 lear;	 forbairt	polasaí	 agus	 treoir	nós	 imeachta	go	
sonrach	 i	 ndáil	 le	 seirbhísí	 éisteolaíochta;	 agus	 pleanáil	 chúraim,	 lena	 n-áirítear	
luathfhorbairt	ar	phleananna	cúraim	agus	rannpháirtíocht	 leanaí	sa	phróiseas	seo	
agus	i	bpleanáil	aistrithe	ar	bith.
	 •	 	Treoir	 nós	 imeachta	 shoiléir	 le	 haghaidh	 foirne	 agus	 a	 bhfeidhmeanna	 riaracháin	

































de	na	 gearáin	 seo	buarthaí	 faoi	 oiriúnacht	 na	 tithíochta	 reatha	 agus	 faoin	bpróiseas	
iarratais	le	haghaidh	aistrithe	go	tithíocht	eile;	agus
	 •	 	Mhéadaigh	 gearáin	 chatagóire	 eile	 ó	 8%	 go	 12%,	 agus	 bhaint	 an	méadú	 is	 mó	 le	
liúntais/íocaíochtaí.
Mar	 a	 léiríodh	 thuas,	 fuair	 an	Oifig	 roinnt	gearán	 a	bhain	 le	 feidhmiú	na	Scéime	ECCE	a	
lainseáil	Oifig	an	Aire	Leanaí	agus	Gnóthaí	Óige	(OMCYA)	in	2009.	Ó	chéim	luath,	agus	
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oiriúnacha	 eile	 agus	 an	 dóigh	 ar	 féidir	 an	 polasaí,	 cleachtas	 agus	 nós	 imeachta	 is	 fearr	 a	
fhorbairt	le	foghlaim	leathan	agus	bhríoch	ar	an	gcóras	a	thaispeáint	ón	taithí	ar	imscrúduithe.










gairmithe	sin	 taithí	agus	 tuiscint	ar	 fáil	ar	na	ceisteanna	a	 théann	 i	gcion	ar	 leanaí	agus	na	
seirbhísí	atá	á	soláthar	dóibh	agus	tá	sé	seo	an-luachmhar	don	OCO.	
Gearáin	agus	Imscrúduithe	/ 39
Líon na nGearán ar Déileáladh Leo
Gearáin úra a fuarthas
94
Aib go Nol 2004 Ean go Nol 2005
534
Ean go Nol 2006
781
Ean go Nol 2007
810
Ean go Nol 2008
912
Ean go Nol 2009
1,223
Ean go Nol 2010















2004 2005 2006 2007
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Catagóir Gearán (Eanáir – Nollaig 2010)





































i	bhfeidhm.	 Ina	Tuarascáil	Bhliantúil	2008,	 tharraing	an	 tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	 aird	ar	
na	 bearnaí	 reachtaíochta	 agus	 riaracháin	 toisc	 gur	 teipeadh	 cloí	 le	 cur	 i	 bhfeidhm	 na	
bhforálacha	seo.












Lean	 an	 Oifig	 de	 ghearáin	 a	 cuireadh	 ar	 aghaidh	 a	 bhain	 le	 gníomhartha	 scoileanna	 a	







cinntí	 a	 dhéantar	nó	 iad	 a	ghlacadh.	Go	minic	 léiríonn	 faisnéis	 a	 fhaigheann	an	Oifig	 seo	
nádúr	gairid	an	taifid	scríofa	de	chinntí	a	ghlactar	maidir	le	gearáin	a	bhíonn	casta	corruair	a	
dhéantar	chuig	Bord.	Tá	freagairtí	cosúil	le	‘níor	tugadh	bunús	leis	an	ngearán’,	‘níor	cuireadh	








theastaíonn	 ó	 nós	 imeachta	 gearán	 scoile	 chomh	maith.	 I	 roinnt	 cásanna,	 d’fhéadfadh	 sé	





Forálann	 an	 tAcht,	 agus	na	nósanna	 imeachta	 a	 bunaíodh	 faoi,	 do	phróiseas	 gearán	 agus	






















	 •	 	Buarthaí	 faoi	Chosaint	 Leanaí	 ó	 fhoireann	FSS	 –	Tháinig	 roinnt	 bhaill	 de	 chuid	FSS	





	 •	 	FSS	 –	 I	 roinnt	 bheag	 cásanna	 luaigh	 roinnt	Oifigigh	 Sláinte	Áitiúla	 an	 riail	 iata	mar	





















Baineann	príomhchuspóir	de	 chuid	 an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí	 le	 cleachtais	 agus	nósanna	
imeachta	 níos	meabhraithe	 agus	 atá	 riartha	 níos	 fearr	 a	 chur	 chun	 cinn	 agus	 teagmháil	 á	
déanamh	le	leanaí	agus	daoine	óga	nó	le	habhcóidí	ar	a	son.
Go	ginearálta,	 tá	an	Oifig	den	 tuairim	go	dtugann	an	chuid	 is	mó	de	chomhlachtaí	poiblí,	
nuair	a	chuirtear	an	deis	ar	fáil	dóibh	ag	an	gcéim	imscrúdaithe	nó	ar	chuma	eile,	comhairle	
gur	 mhian	 leo	 machnamh	 gníomhach	 agus	 athbhreithniú	 a	 dhéanamh	 ar	 na	 ceisteanna	








agus	 is	é	 tuiscint	na	hOifige	seo	go	bhfuil	 roinnt	acu	á	 leanúint	ar	aghaidh	 roinnt	bliana	
ina	dhiaidh	sin.	Go	sonrach,	thug	an	Roinn	Oideachais	freagairt	ar	mholtaí	an	OCO	roinnt	
uaireanta	 trí	 iad	 a	 ionchorprú	 isteach	 in	 athbhreithnithe	 ar	 pholasaithe	 seachas	 gníomh	
sainiúil	d’am	a	ghlacadh.






	 •	 	iarchur,	 críoch	 feithimh	an	athbhreithnithe,	maidir	 le	 cinntí	ba	 cheart	 a	ghlacadh	go	
réasúnta	níos	luaithe,	nó	ar	bhonn	eatramhach;	
	 •	 	próisis	 athbhreithnithe	 a	 bhféadfadh	 treoshuíomh	 luach	 ar	 airgead	 den	 chuid	 is	
mó	 a	 bheith	 acu,	 gan	 cothromaíocht	 fhollasach	 imleor	 i	 dtéarmaí	 dul	 i	 ngleic	 le	
drochéifeachtaí	 ar	 leanaí	 agus	 a	 dteaghlaigh	 i	 ndáil	 le	 rochtain	 ar	 sheirbhísí	 agus	
úsáid	seirbhísí;	agus

















an	dóigh	a	ndéanfadh	moltaí	dá	 leithéidí	 fónamh	do	ghrúpa	oibre	a	bhfuil	 sé	d’aidhm	acu	







na	 n-athbhreithnithe	 inmheánacha	 a	 gcuireann	 comhlachtaí	 poiblí	 tús	 leo	 ar	 an	 bhforáil	




Fuair	an	Oifig	roinnt	gearán	 inar	chuir	na	gearánaigh	buarthaí	 in	 iúl	go	bhfuil	ceisteanna	 i	
ndáil	 le	héagsúlacht	gheoghrafach	 i	 soláthar	 seirbhíse	FSS.	Tháinig	difríochtaí	 i	 riarachán	
scéimeanna	 agus	 seachadadh	 seirbhísí	 ag	 FFS	 ar	 bhonn	 náisiúnta	 chun	 cinn	 le	 linn	










háirithe	maidir	 le	 tacaí	sláinte	a	bhaineann	 le	scoileanna	agus	gur	féidir	éagsúlacht	a	
bheith	in	amanna	feithimh	do	sheirbhísí.












do	 leanaí	 agus	 do	 dhaoine	 óga	 i	 dtimpeallachtaí	 ospidéil.	 Bhain	 sé	 seo	 le	 gearáin	 i	 ndáil	
le	 moilleanna	 socrúcháin	 oiriúnacha	 ar	 son	 leanaí	 a	 d’fhan	 san	 ospidéal	 a	 fháil	 de	 bharr	
moilleanna	pacáistí	tacaíochta	um	chúram	baile	nó	socrúcháin	oiriúnacha	ar	aghaidh	a	fháil.	
Bhain	 cásanna	 dá	 leithéidí	 le	 leanaí	 agus	 daoine	 óga	 a	 d’fhan	 i	 socrúcháin	 faoinar	mheas	
gairmithe	nach	iad	an	socrúchán	is	oiriúnaí	d’fhonn	freastal	ar	a	riachtanais.	I	gcás	amháin,	




6	mhí	 de	 bharr	 deacrachtaí	 socrúchán	 cónaithe	 oiriúnach	 a	 fháil,	 cé	 go	 raibh	 sé	 réidh	 le	






















a	 úsáid	 d’fhonn	 comhlachtaí	 poiblí	 a	 spreagadh	 chun	polasaithe,	 cleachtais	 agus	 nósanna	













atá	os	comhair	an	ghrúpa	 leochailigh	 seo	de	 leanaí	agus	dhaoine	óga	dealaithe	don	Oifig	
seo	ag	cur	san	áireamh	a	tiomantas	cearta	agus	leas	leanaí	agus	daoine	óga	a	chur	chun	cinn,	











Tháinig	 a	 lán	 de	 na	 ceisteanna	 seo	 chun	 cinn	 in	 obair	 an	 OCO	 chomh	maith	 le	 leanaí	
dealaithe	ag	lorg	tearmainn,	mar	a	leagadh	amach	níos	luaithe.	Is	é	seo	réimse	ina	leanfaidh	









go	ndéanfadh	 leanaí	nó	 teaghlaigh	a	mbeadh	 fadhb	acu	gearán	a	dhéanamh	nó	nuair	a	
bhíonn	sé	soiléir	go	bhfuil	ceisteanna	ann	a	bhaineann	le	roinnt	mhór	leanaí.	Tugann	sé	











–	 	faisnéis	a	tháinig	ar	aird	an	OCO	le	gairid	a	 léirigh	nach	rabhthas	ag	cur	Children	First	 i	
bhfeidhm	go	hiomlán.
Ba	é	 seo	 an	 chéad	 imscrúdú	 córasach	 a	 rinne	 an	 tOmbudsman	do	Leanaí	 agus	 trí	 shainiú	
aithníonn	 sé	 an	 acmhainneacht	 atá	 ag	 an	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 athrú	 níos	 leithne	 a	
spreagadh	sa	chóras	riaracháin	a	rachadh	chun	leasa	níos	mó	ná	leanbh	aonair	amháin.	
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Cuireadh	 tuarascáil	 imscrúdaithe	 deiridh	 i	 gcrích	 i	 mí	 Aibreáin	 2010	 agus	 foilsíodh	 í	 ina	




I measc na bpríomhbhuarthaí a fuarthas bhí:




















le	 buarthaí	 arna	 ndéanamh	 ag	 an	 gceardchumann	 IMPACT	 agus	 a	 bhaill	 maidir	 leis	 an	
bpáipéarachas	breise	a	bhí	de	dhíth	do	Children	First.	Cinneadh	san	imscrúdú	go	raibh	ordú	
























	 •	 	go	 leagfaí	 amach	 go	 follasach	 go	 mbeadh	 feidhm	 ag	 na	 treoirlínte	 Children	 First	
leasaithe	maidir	le	séipéil;
	 •	 	go	mbreathnófar	ar	sheirbhís	cosanta	leanaí	tiomanta	sa	Gharda	Síochána;














agus	más	 amhlaidh.	 an	 dóigh	 lena	 cinntiú	 nach	gcailltear	 fócas	 air	 de	bharr	 buarthaí	 níos	
leithne	faoi	sheirbhísí	sláinte.
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Fuair	an	OCO	freagairt	dhearfach	ón	nGarda	Síochána	i	ndáil	leis	na	moltaí	agus	bhuail	sí	le	
Cigireacht	an	Gharda	Síochána.















leagan	 amach	 a	 thí	 reatha.	 Thacaigh	 gairmí	 leighis	 leis	 an	 imní	 seo,	 agus	 thug	 an	 gairmí	

























Ghlac	 an	 tÚdarás	Áitiúil	 le	dearcadh	an	OCO	faoin	easpa	 cumarsáide	 leis	 an	 tuismitheoir	
maidir	le	sonraíochtaí	na	hoibre	a	d’fhéadfaí	a	dhéanamh	faoin	scéim.	D’aontaigh	an	tÚdarás	
Áitiúil	freastal	ar	iarratais	an	tuismitheora	agus	bhog	an	duine	óg	isteach	go	dtí	an	síneadh	





















Óna	 himscrúdú	 ar	 an	 gcás	 shainaithin	 Oifig	 an	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 nár	 chuir	 FSS	
soiléireacht	ar	fáil	don	leanbh	agus	don	teaghlach	altrama	faoi	na	teidlíochtaí	chun	cóireáil	
ortadóntach	 do	 leanaí	 faoi	 chúram.	 Ná	 níor	 chuir	 FFS	 na	 himpleachtaí	 a	 bhaineann	 le	
cóireáil	phríobháideach	a	d’fhoinsigh	na	tuismitheoirí	altrama	roimhe	sin	a	 lorg	 in	 iúl	go	
soiléir	don	teaghlach.







D’inis	 FSS	 don	 OCO	 chomh	 maith	 go	 raibh	 sé	 bearthaithe	 acu	 leasú	 a	 dhéanamh	 ar	 a	
modhanna	cumarsáide	go	ginearálta	le	cúramóirí	altrama	faoi	chóireáil	ortadóntach.
Cás-Staidéar	2











chun	 cinn	 de	 bharr	 infhaighteacht	 soláthar	 foirne	 agus	 acmhainní	 mar	 aon	 le	 próisis	
inmheánacha	atreoraithe	agus	riaracháin.
Agus	imscrúdú	déanta	aici	ar	an	gcás,	fuair	an	Oifig	roinnt	torthaí	ar	ghníomhartha	riaracháin	
FSS	agus	an	 tsoláthraí	 seirbhíse	 lenár	bhain	maidir	 le	pleanáil	 agus	seachadadh	seirbhíse	
don	leanbh.
I measc mholtaí an Ombudsman do Leanaí bhí:































I	 ndiaidh	 idirghabháil	 an	 OCO	 sa	 chás	 seo,	 mhol	 FSS	 don	Oifig	 gur	 buaileadh	 agus	 gur	
labhraíodh	leis	an	leanbh	agus	ceapadh	bainisteoir	áitiúil	 le	hathbhreithniú	a	dhéanamh	ar	
an	ngearán.	Ina	dhiaidh	sin	chuir	FSS	in	iúl	don	OCO	go	ndearnadh	céimeanna	a	ghlacadh	




















Chinn	an	Oifig	nach	raibh	gá	 le	 tuilleadh	 imscrúdaithe	ar	an	gcúrsa	seo	 toisc	gur	chuir	an	
















I	 ndiaidh	 idirghabháil	 an	Ombudsman	do	Leanaí,	 bhuail	 foireann	ón	dá	 limistéar	 FSS	 leis	
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Cás-Staidéar	2
Rinne	 tuismitheoir	 gearán	 leis	 an	 Ombudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 maidir	 lena	 mac	 a	 bhí	 faoi	
uathachas,	agus	a	bhí	ag	freastal	ar	aonad	uathachais	i	scoil	phríomhshrutha.	Shonraigh	an	




D’iarr	 an	 OCO	 faisnéis	 ón	 scoil	 faoin	 gcás	 seo	 lena	 n-áirítear	 polasaithe	 gaolmhara.	
























Cuimsíonn	 cur	 chuige	 an	 OCO	 maidir	 leis	 na	 hoibleagáidí	 seo	 a	 chomhlíonadh	 a	
príomhfheidhmeanna	reachtúla	agus	tá	tiomantas	do	chultúr	a	fhorbairt	ina	dtugtar	meas	
do	chearta	leanaí	sa	dlí,	i	bpolasaí	agus	i	gcleachtas	mar	bhonn	eolais	aige.	Glacann	sé	go	




Le	 linn	2010,	 lean	an	Oifig	dá	hobair	 le	héisteacht	 le	tuairimí	 leanaí	agus	 lena	mbuarthaí	
a	 thabhairt	 chun	 suntais.	 Bhain	 cinneadh	 tábhachtach	 a	 rinne	 an	OCO	maidir	 leis	 seo	 in	
2010	leis	an	bPainéal	Comhairleach	don	Óige	(YAP).	In	2009,	chuir	dara	YAP	na	hOifige,	
ina	 raibh	os	cionn	fiche	duine	óg	ó	pháirteanna	éagsúla	d’Éirinn,	a	 théarma	dhá	bhliain	 i	














AGUS OIDEACHAIS IN 2010 
Obair	ar	Rannpháirtíocht	agus	Oideachais	in	2010	/ 59
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Clár Cuairteanna Scoile an OCO
Le	linn	2010,	thug	na	céadta	leanaí	agus	daoine	óga	cuairt	ar	an	OCO	lena	múinteoirí	le	páirt	
a	ghlacadh	i	gceardlanna	a	bhí	bunaithe	ar	ghníomhaíochtaí.	Chomh	maith	le	hobair	an	OCO	





lena	 -n-áirítear	 oideachas,	 sláinte	 fhisiceach	 agus	 mheabhair,	 drugaí,	 an	 córas	 dlí	 agus	
ceartais,	agus	go	n-éisteodh	daoine	fásta	leo	agus	go	gcuirfeadh	siad	a	dtuairimí	san	áireamh.
Tacaíocht a Thabhairt d’fheasacht agus Thuiscint ar Chearta Leanaí
Le	 2010,	 d’fhorbair	 an	 Oifig	 ábhair	 acmhainn	 oideachais	 do	 mhúinteoirí	 lena	 n-úsáid	 i	











Táirgeadh	na	 hábhair	 i	mBéarla	 agus	 i	 nGaeilge	 agus	 cuimsíonn	 siad	 ceithre	 lámhleabhar	
le	 haghaidh	 bunscoileanna	 agus	 lámhleabhar	 amháin	 le	 haghaidh	 iar-bhunscoileanna	






a	bhí	 ar	 fáil	 i	measc	múinteoirí	 trí	 roinnt	 foilseachán	ábhartha	 (m.sh.	 InTouch,	ASTIR	 agus	
nuachtlitir	Gaelscoileanna)	 agus	 láithreáin	 ghréasáin.	 Ag	 cur	 na	 freagartha	 dearfaí	 ar	 na	



















ón	Aire	Dlí	 agus	Cirt	 agus	Athchóirithe	Dlí,	ordú	a	dhéanamh	de	 réir	Alt	11(2)(a)	d’Acht	
2002	chun	cur	ar	chumas	an	OCO	gearáin	ó	dhaoine	óga	faoi	18	mbliana	atá	faoi	choimeád	i	
bhForas	Naomh	Pádraig	a	láimhseáil.
Admhaíonn	 an	 tOmbudsman	 do	 Leanaí	 oscailteacht	 an	 IPS	 agus	 na	 foirne	 agus	 na	
bainistíochta	i	bhForas	Naomh	Pádraig	maidir	le	hoibriú	leis	an	Oifig	agus	an	comhairliúchán	
seo	á	dhéanamh	agus	an	tuarascáil	á	hullmhú.	Cuireann	an	OCO	fáilte	roimh	na	hiarrachtaí	


















Cuireadh	 tuarascáil	 ar	 thorthaí	 chomhchomhairle	 an	 OCO	 seo	 isteach	 chuig	 Comhairle	
na	hEorpa	agus	 is	 féidir	 iad	a	 fheiceáil	ar	 láithreán	Gréasáin	na	hOifige	www.oco.ie	agus	
láithreán	 Gréasáin	 Chomhairle	 na	 hEorpa	 www.coe.int/children.	 Rinneadh	 na	 torthaí	 a	
chomhtháthú	isteach	i	dtuarascáil	ar	na	comhchomhairlí	le	leanaí	a	tionóladh	i	25	tír.




rannpháirtíochta,	 agus	 chun	 cosanta,	 agus	 laistigh	de,	 chórais	 cheartais,	 lena	n-áirítear	 in	
imeachtaí	breithiúnacha	mar	aon	le	malairtí	ar	imeachtaí	dá	leithéidí.	






cónaithe	 i	 ndáil	 le	 rochtain	 a	 fháil	 ar	 oideachas	 nó	 a	 bheith	 rannpháirteach	 in	 oideachas.	
Tá	 an	 taighde	 á	 dhéanamh	 ag	 an	 Institiúid	Taighde	Eacnamaíochta	 agus	 Sóisialta	 agus	 an	
Ionad	Taighde	Leanaí,	Coláiste	na	Tríonóide,	Baile	Átha	Cliath	d’Oifig	an	Ombudsman	do	
Leanaí.	Lena	fhócas	soiléir	ar	réitigh	a	fháil,	 tá	sí	mar	aidhm	ag	an	tionscadal	um	thaighde	













a	 ndíríonn	 a	 thaighde	 dochtúireachta	 ar	 cheart	 chun	 éisteachta	 leanaí	 i	 dtimpeallacht	
bhunscoile.	Cuimseoidh	an	taighde,	a	ghlacann	cur	chuige	cáilíochtúil,	taighde	príomhúil	ar	
roinnt	de	ghrúpa	páirtithe	leasmhara,	lena	n-áirítear	leanaí.	Cuireadh	an	taighde	ar	aghaidh	
in	2010.

